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News From Road Scholar 

 
Ambassador Presentations at LLIs 
The Road Scholar Ambassador Program has been busy visiting LLIs this semester! 
Ambassadors are enthusiastic Road Scholar participants who volunteer their time to spread 
the word about Road Scholar’s enriching educational adventures and the value of lifelong 
learning. In recent months, Ambassadors have participated in “lunch and learns”; raffled Road 
Scholar vouchers at LLI Open Houses; and have even provided lectures to fill the 
programming gap between semesters. 
 
If you are looking for a nonprofit lifelong learning partner to attend your Winter Open Houses or 
semester kick-off events, or to schedule a presentation, please contact Claire McGurn at 
617-457-5554 or ambassadorprogram@roadscholar.org. 
 
Charter Programs 
A group of museum docents from Kansas City, Missouri recently travelled to China with Road 
Scholar on "China: Icons and Art," a 17-day exploration of China's most significant icons, 
landmarks and cultural heritage. You can watch their story here: 
http://youtu.be/zb5Wej5WYaM 
 
If you are interested in learning more about reserving a Road Scholar program for your 
members, please contact us directly at (877) 209-4634 or groups@roadscholar.org. 
 
Curriculum Ideas from Road Scholar Programs 
Road Scholar has launched an exciting new series of educational adventures that focus on 
the lives of the local residents and unique charter of America’s towns and cities. My 
Hometown tells the story of a community through interactive learning experiences 
emphasizing the local economy, natural resources and cultural traditions. Learners will spend 
a week in one of eight welcoming towns across the United States, discovering its daily life, 
history and culture, perhaps meeting the mayor, a musician, vintner, teacher or artist, and 
learning from sunrise till bedtime what makes the town tick.  
 
The following are program content suggestions that could be adapted for your city/town or a 
nearby community that is “off-the-beaten path”: 



• Immerse learners in the lives of the residents of a particular community. Tell the story of 
a community through sessions with local people that emphasize any number of topics 
such as its history, the local economy, its geography and community planning history, 
natural resources, local politics, culinary/cultural traditions, unique local characters, 
and/or special places that make the town what it is.  

• Examples of topics covered could be: a local economy that has transformed over 
time; government projects focused on transforming a particular neighborhood or 
assisting a particular community; an interesting “Main Street” story involving the 
preservation of historic buildings; a transportation history that has significantly affected 
the evolution of the town; or nearby agriculture or fishing that have enhanced the 
economy.  

• Depending on the community involved, this could entail a presentation by a member of 
the local Chamber of Commerce; a walking exploration and roundtable discussion with 
members of the town Planning Board, an exploration and lecture at an artist’s loft 
space; and a full day of programming with a local dairy farmer. 

• Visits could also coincide with special community events or festivals – preferably 
events that are on the smaller side.  

• One other suggested program element: a “hands-on” learning activity and/or a 
community service day or session. 

 
 

News from Around the Network 
 

San Diego State Universi ty Osher Li felong Learning Inst i tute is kicking off its 10th 
Year Anniversary with a celebration on Feb. 7th. Congratulations! 
 
If your LLI is celebrating a milestone anniversary, please let us know! 

 
The Osher Li felong Learning Inst i tute at the Universi ty of Southern Flor ida has 
shared its upcoming calendar of Day Trips. It’s a great list that might spark some ideas in your 
community! 

• Florida Department of Law Enforcement, Tampa: Join us for an inside look at a Florida 
crime lab. Learn how criminal justice agencies seek to prevent, investigate and solve 
crimes. 

• Waste Management Recycling Plant, Tampa: Find out how your paper, cardboard, 
glass, aluminum and plastic items are recycled on an exploration of the Waste 
Management recycling plant in Tampa. You must wear closed-toed shoes and be able 
to climb stairs.  

• Tampa International Airport: Check out the behind-the-scenes workings of an airport. 
We will visit the landing strip area and the fire station. You must have a picture ID and 
all bags will be searched. 

• Bette S. Walker Discovery Garden, Hillsborough County Extension Service: Stroll 
through six themed gardens in one courtyard and learn how to pick the right plants for 
the right places. We will get tips on how to water efficiently, mulch, recycle and attract 



wildlife. Join your follow OLLI members for lunch at the Cracker Barrel restaurant 
following the tour. 

• Raymond James Art Collection, Raymond James Financial Center, St. Petersburg: 
Join this special free exploration of one of Florida’s largest private art collections, the 
Tom and Mary James/Raymond James Financial Art Collection. Housed at the RJ 
headquarters in Feather Sound in the Carillion area of Pinellas County, this impressive 
collection is open to the public only through privately guided exploration. Group size 
will be limited to 20. 

• Straz Center for the Performing Arts, Tampa: Experience a backstage exploration of 
the magnificent Straz Center, which serves as a cultural crossroads in Tampa, and is 
the fourth-largest performing arts institution in the country. We will explore all five 
theaters, walk the stages, and learn about the theater’s history and operations. 

 
Some More “Best of fall 2014” 
In November, we asked you to share your most popular course from the fall semester. Many 
thanks to all of the LLIs that responded and continue to respond! 
 
Mary Tofel from Lifelong Learning in Ret i rement at The Highlands, Marana, Arizona, 
shared the following new and popular courses from their fall semester: 
 

• US Aircraft in World War II: Discussion of WW II aircraft (mostly American) with an 
emphasis on popular fighters and bombers.  Visit these planes at the Pima Air & 
Space Museum, along with the SR-71 and some other “gotta see” aircraft. 

 
• Evening Under the Stars:  We will view objects in the night sky through binoculars and 

telescopes.  Among the objects visible will be: the winter triangle (made up of bright 
stars in the constellations Cygnus, the swan or northern cross, Lyra, the lyre, and 
Aquila, the eagle), the double star Albiereo, and possibly a nebula or two.   

 
• Introduction to Geocaching: Part One,  One hour in the classroom. “History and 

Geocaching Today.” What is a cache? Where are they located? What are the rules of 
the game?  What do I need to get started?  Geocaching Tools: Hand-Held GPS 
Receivers, Smart Phones, Geocaching.com website,  iPad and Smartphone Apps (live 
demo).  Techniques for locating caches. Part Two, Field Trip! This is one hour and 
optional. Find two nearby caches in the Tortolita Mountains.  Trip to Dove Mountain 
area is within a half mile of the Highlands Clubhouse, an easy walk or drive. 

 
• Florence and the Italian Renaissance: Learn about Florence in the 14th to 16th 

centuries with such artists as: Da Vinci, Michelangelo, Donatello, and Brunelleschi, and 
the role of their patrons like Lorenzo the Magnificent.  We will see how thinkers like 
Petrarch, and antique book collectors like Poggio Bracciolini (who rediscovered the 
writings of Lucretius), Giordano Bruno, and Galileo helped usher in “modern” ways of 
viewing the world.  The classical texts had a powerful impact on the arts, architecture, 



sculpture and humanist thought in general.  Also, learn about the reactionary figure, 
Savonarola and the Bonfire of the Vanities as he tried to wipe out those achievements. 

 
NEW CURRICULUM IDEAS 

 
In addition to the “most popular” courses submitted directly from LLIs, we read through all of 
your newsletters, course catalogs and announcements to identify new and unique curriculum 
ideas. One of the benefits of belonging to RSIN is the list of ideas that we compile from LLIs 
across the country. 
 


